VIII. Test Data Recording Form – Part A

Test Scenario 1: Registration

Time: June 8, 5:30 pm

Participant Action

☐ Successfully registered; no issues
☑ Successfully registered; some issues
☐ Unable to complete registration

Questions for user:

1) Did you complete the task quickly and easily?
   ANSWER: Yes

2) Was it the information you expected?
   ANSWER: yes

3) Are you pleased with the steps taken?
   ANSWER: yes

Summary (User’s experience with each task + which tasks did they have difficulty with):

   Very professional

Notes, Comments, Improvements Needed:

   Left side of the main page has little problem
Test Scenario 2: Product Search

Time: ______ 5:30 ________

Participant Action

☐ Successfully searched for products; no issues
☑ Successfully searched for products; some issues
☐ Unable to complete product search

Questions for user:

1) Did you complete the task quickly and easily?
   ANSWER: yes

2) Was it the information you expected?
   ANSWER: yes

3) Are you pleased with the steps taken?
   ANSWER: yes

Summary (User’s experience with each task + which tasks did they have difficulty with):
   Very good, I could search the result that I want

Notes, Comments, Improvements Needed:
   Very good
Test Scenario 3: Checkout

Time: 5:40

Participant Action

☑ Successfully checked out; no issues
☐ Successfully checked out; some issues
☐ Unable to complete checkout

Questions for user:

1) Did you complete the task quickly and easily?
   ANSWER: yes

2) Was it the information you expected?
   ANSWER: yes

3) Are you pleased with the steps taken?
   ANSWER: yes

Summary (User’s experience with each task + which tasks did they have difficulty with):
   I could check out easily

Notes, Comments, Improvements Needed:
   Very good and simple